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India has approved two COVID 19 vaccines for restricted emergency use to fight the

pandemic. Curiosity arises about the production and mechanism of these vaccines.

As journey of both these vaccines is different, first let us talk about “COVAXIN”

which is developed by Hyderabad based - BHARAT BIOTECH in collaboration with

Indian Council for Medical Research (ICMR) and National Institute of Virology.

Covaxin is an 'inactivated vaccine’ which means that the SARS-CoV-2  viral strain is

in an inactive form and hence it neither causes any infection nor does it replicate

inside the recipient’s body, on the other hand “COVISHIELD” is developed by

University of Oxford and pharmaceutical company AstraZeneca and its Indian

partner is Pune - based Serum Institute. Covishield contains adenovirus which is a

common causative agent for common cold in chimpanzees. The virus is weakened

and genetically modified to make the "non-replicating viral vector vaccine". The

SARS-Cov-2 utilizes spike protein to enter human cell by attaching to it. Therefore

both these vaccines aim at making our immune system recognize these spike

proteins and produce antibodies in large quantities so as to neutralize the

coronavirus.
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Saliva is non invasive and hence painless – there are two samples which are being

used in detection of COVID 19 that is blood and deep nasopharyngeal swab. Both of

these modalities of collection cause pain to patients. 

Saliva on the other hand can be collected without causing any discomfort to the

patients and thus multiple samples of saliva can be collected if required.

Easy to collect i.e. not technique sensitive – There is no need of trained personnel for

collecting saliva samples.

Less chances of disease transmission to the healthcare worker while collecting

sample – During sample collection using nasopharyngeal swab the healthcare

personnel has to come in close contact with the patient, which increases the

possibility of disease transmission. Such chances of disease transmission decrease as

saliva can be self -collected by patients.

Saliva testing requires less resources, personal protective equipment, and personnel

than nasopharyngeal swabbing – financial feasibility.

Saliva can be pooled easily for screening of larger population.

Saliva is a biologic fluid secreted from salivary glands, which is similar to serum and

other body fluids and contains biomolecules such as DNA, RNA, microRNA, proteins,

metabolites etc. Hence, studies are being done using saliva for diagnosis of COVID19.

Why to prefer saliva over nasopharyngeal swab?
·        

Saliva: A Robust Diagnostic Aid In COVID 19
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The SARS-CoV-2 RNA is generally detectable in saliva specimens
during acute phase of infection. Salivary based diagnostic aids
detect this viral RNA and convert it to DNA, because only DNA can
be amplified using real time RT-PCR (reverse transcriptase –
polymerase chain reaction) technology. Such amplification gives
larger quantities of target sections of viral DNA which can
accurately confirm the presence of virus.

 
 

What is the
mechanism

by which
salivary

diagnostic
aids detect

SARS CoV -2?
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Of course bacteria but also fungi, and viruses as well.  Yes you heard it well, about

7% of our genetic makeup is borrowed from viral genomes as well.   But all of these

are like an amazon jungle with enormous diversity as the key striking differentiating

element.  This can be compared to a fingerprint that are unique to each human

being and often referred to as the “SIGNATURE MICROBIOME”.  Also even during

one’s life time the composition of microbiome constantly changes, evolves and

gives us the critical survival edge of adaptability.  As natural selection dictates, its

not the strongest that survives selection pressure, it’s the most adaptable that

survives it.

Expert's Speak

W
ritten by D

r Shriram
 Raghavan.

Signature Microbiomes for Superior
Health
Dr Shriram Raghavan

Senior Vice President, Jananom Pvt. Ltd
Vice President, Evolva Biotech
Coimbatore, India

What are signature microbiomes in

us ?
Over the last 60 months there is a specific field

that is garnering a lot of attention and that is

often touted as a newest organ in our human

body.  About 12,000 papers have been

published just in the last 60 months on this.

Our human body is made of about 40 trillion

cells but we have more than 3 fold microbiome

than this.  If our body were to be compared as

a company, WE the human cells then become

a minority share holder and the microbiome

are the majority share holders.  So what are

these microbiomes ? 
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Why should we bother ? 

 
As you heard it they are majority

shareholders in our human body.

That means a lot in terms of

decision making and physiological

functioning.  At the risk of over

simplification, let us imagine this.

Microbes control 4 key information

superhighways namely Gut-Brain

axis (which we often call as gut

feeling), gut-lung axis (on

respiration), gut-endocrine axis, gut-

immune axis on a daily basis. So

these are together called as the

QUAD-AXES or the golden

quadrilateral in how information is

passed. While the western thoughts

have been largely anti-microbial and

reductionist (mainly for

reproducibility and standardization),

oriental thoughts have always been

looking at systems biology and

diversity.  If you at ancient Asian

traditional medicine systems, this

approach is clear and infact they

have led the personalized

pharmacogenomic approach in their

own style.  But then the question

that arises next is what are the

handle with us to control these

microbiomes ?

W
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 Raghavan.

GUT 

BRAIN

LUNG

IMMUNE

ENDOCRINE
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What are the food ingredients for daily intake to influence

microbiome ?

When we eat we often forget about these microbiomes and try to satisfy

ourselves.  When we have our food, the components that are not digestible by

we humans are passed onto these microbes in our gut.  So now fibre gains a

new definition here.  Till date we have thought of this as just tools for bowel

movement.  Now the understanding emerges that they have MICROBIOTA

ACCESSIBLE CARBOHDYRATES called MACs.  There are two factors that are

important here to support good gut microbiome with MACs – 1. The richness

in content of MACS and 2. Diversity and variations in MACs.  Why ?  Because

we have a lot of different microbes within us and varying members in each

families.  So based on this rationale, American gut project discovered that we

need to eat 30 different fruits and vegetables each week.  So this becomes

challenging for us. But then people ask what’s wrong with on-market products.  

We need to look at 3 aspects: a. Probiotics – are often just one or two specific

microbes which often disturbs the gut balance, b. Pre-biotics & fibres in

market lack diversity as they are often derived from single source,  c.

Processed foods often remove all these precious MACs and that leads to lot of

severe side effects. 
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What happens to our microbiome when we relocate to a

different place ? 

This is an interesting and important question.  Nature confers adaptability to us

to adapt to various selection pressures of the local region.  There is a recent

study on second generation immigrants into USA and it was shown with

evidence that once they migrate over time their microbiome changes –

especially the rich diversity is lost and eventually they become like the local

population and this increases their susceptibility to several life style disorders.  

What about C-section babies?

WHO study clearly indicated that C-section babies have 5

fold higher chances of being susceptible to life style

disorders like obesity, diabetes etc.  One of the reasons

that recent research indicates is the lack of exposure to

microbiomes in vaginal route and this is complicated later

by deprivation of lack of human milk oligosaccharides

(HMOs) that is available in breast feeding in a limited

window and we move away from these,  the cumulative

impact gets manifested later in terms of shifting balance

from good gut microbiomes to those which are less

beneficial to us.  

Beside this, their food habits also fall in line with the local

population and that in turn has adverse effects on their

microbial population. Looking back may be this could be

the reason why our ancestors had placed restrictions on

us to cross the oceans because we are presently living in

a tropical place with one of the richest biodiversity and

microbial diversity both within us and outside.
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Final thoughts ? 
3 Things: 

1. Check if you are eating 30 different fruits and vegetables
each week.

2. Maintain good sleep wake cycles and good daily bowel
movements.

3. Visualize antibiotics like RAKSHAS / A demon that could
kill all the good gut microbiome friends  you have.  Some of
them are irreplaceable, and once lost, its gone forever.  
 
So if we believe humans are evolved and intelligent, it places a
humongous responsibility on us to make the right decisions, if
we want to hold that title and designation.  

Hence these babies would certainly need foods rich in MACs to counter the ill -

effects.  We are now exploring if we can devise methodologies to capture a GUT

SELFIE to give a snapshot of microbiomes, and prescribe specific changes in

habit and life style to shift the balance.   But in the end we need to remember

that ONE SINGLE ANTIBIOTIC can completely throw this entire carefully built

choreography out of order and cause significant damage to us in the long term.  

To Watch Full Interview Episode, Click: https://youtu.be/F-
R183WSRjY
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What Do We Know About COVID 19

related Complications?

COVID 19, caused by SARS-CoV-2  is being

extensively studied by researchers

worldwide, and cytokine storm has

shown to be a fatal complication in

patients with severe form of the disease.

Cytokine storm or CRS (cytokine release

syndrome) is a systemic inflammatory

response that can be caused by infection,

some drugs or other factors and is

characterized by increased levels of

proinflammatory cytokines.

Lets understand the role of IL-6 – ‘A

general marker of inflammation’ in

COVID 19 related complications.

Interleukin-6 is a multi-effective cytokine

secreted by many cells like monocytes,

endothelial cells, epithelial cells, B and T

cells. This IL-6 acts by binding to its

receptor IL-6R and gp130 which initiates

cell signal transduction and thus plays a

central role in the cytokine storm. IL-6

also triggers the release of CRP which in

turn increases systemic inflammatory

burden. 

Gum Disease And COVID 19- related
Complications

W
ritten by D

r Rujuta Patil. 

Recent findings have linked elevated IL-6

levels to significantly higher risk for

pulmonary complications and increased

need for mechanical ventilation in COVID

19 patients. Therefore, it is of prime

importance for dental professionals to

understand the role of periodontitis which

increases the burden of systemic

inflammation.

Cytokine storm in
COVID 19
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Periodontitis is a multifactorial

inflammophilic disease that leads to the

destruction of periodontium. Now lets

explore different proposed hypothesis-

     

'IL-6 – The culprit cytokine’ - Studies

have shown higher levels of inflammatory

cytokines like IL-1β, TNF-α, IL-6 and CRP in

saliva, gcf, serum and gingival tissues of

patients with periodontitis. Genetic

studies have shown increased

susceptibility to periodontitis in

individuals with IL-6 polymorphisms.

Following Periodontal therapy, reduction

in serum IL-6 and CRP levels have been

evidenced, which points towards

reduction in systemic inflammatory

burden.  Literature shows casual

relationship between periodontitis and

respiratory conditions like Chronic

obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD),

pneumonia and lung functions. 

        

W
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What Links Periodontitis (gum disease) To COVID 19 ?

through release of lipopolysaccharides

(LPS) or directly via adhesion receptors.

Such bacterial superinfection not only

enhances cytokine release but also

increases production of tissue

destructive enzymes like matrix

metalloproteinase (MMPs) that has

deleterious effects on pulmonary

tissues as well. Hence, there is

biological plausibility for link between

periodontitis, IL-6 levels and COVID 19

related pulmonary problems.

‘Oral – gut axis’ - The ‘oral - gut axis’

states that periodontal pathogens are

frequently swallowed through saliva

which in turn alter local gut microbiome

leading to gut dysbiosis and systemic

inflammation. Such findings potentiate

association between periodontitis and

COVID 19 related complications.

Bacterial overload - Tissue invasive

bacteria are associated with pathogenesis

of periodontitis which have capacity to

adhere to respiratory epithelium and

initiate or exacerbate infection indirectly

Shared risk factors - Primary risk

factors for developing severe COVID 19

are diabetes mellitus, cardiovascular

diseases, respiratory diseases and

obesity. Poor oral hygiene and

periodontitis can exacerbate these co-
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Hence, periodontitis can be considered

as co-risk factor in aggressive clinical

manifestations of COVID 19 diabetic

patients. All these findings point

towards importance of interdisciplinary

care where in dental professionals can

look into oral health of COVID 19

patients and try maintaining optimum

oral status of these patients, thereby

reducing the systemic inflammatory burden and avoid severe COVID 19 related

complications like cytokine storm.

-nditions as quite strong link has been

established between periodontitis and

these systemic conditions. COVID 19

patients with diabetes mellitus are at a

greater risk of developing severe

complications like cytokine storm and a

bidirectional relationship has been

established between periodntitis and

diabetes mellitus.
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Is rising incidence of Oral cancer related to deleterious habits?

Collaborative efforts towards cancer research in India

Awareness about oral cancer among masses.         

Scope of improvements in oral cancer diagnostics

Tobacco and oral cancer : Are people really aware?

2) Invited commentaries on oral cancer genetics -
https://youtu.be/dzBeJEDtsOE

A program called ‘Invited commentaries on oral cancer genetics’ was conducted,
on which proficient and experienced clinicians commented that addressed
following issues related to oral cancer –
       

·        

·        

·        

To understand the importance of early detection of oral cancers thereby
reducing its morbidity and mortality.

To diagnose and treat the oral potentially malignant lesions with insights on
recent advancements in this field.

1) Panel discussion on oral cancer genetics-
https://youtu.be/hPBNIa3CX_A

A ‘Panel discussion on oral cancer genetics’ by subject experts was held with an
aim – 

·        

YouTube Links To Programs Held By IACDG 

ORAL CANCER
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3) Research Grant : Mock Interview Experience – Program
conducted during completion ceremony of online ‘SALIVA
TECHNOLOGY’ course - https://youtu.be/QD904n0Ug2E

About ‘Saliva Technology’ course - A two months long online certificate
course on Saliva Technologies was held by Indian Academy for Clinical and
Dental Genetics with an aim to deliver overall and detailed understanding
about various aspects of saliva as a biologic test sample, salivary
biomarker analysis, advanced saliva collection tools, different technologies
for saliva sample analysis and detailed understanding of problems related
to saliva studies and their solutions as well as step-by-step general
protocol for developing a saliva based chair side test including a real time
experience to design a cost effective saliva study through a mini-project
module.

Research Grant : Mock Interview Experience - A model research proposal
was presented in Mock interview through which a basic understanding
about the intricacies of research funding process was given to all the
participants of online course.
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4) Crack the funding - https://youtu.be/NLqZ9IiOWKo

This discussion was basically held for beginners in the field of research to
understand in detail about the funding process and tips on various
funding opportunities by Subject expert - Dr Shriram Raghavan.
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5) Episode 1 - Online journal club by IACDG – Oral

neutrophils and periodontitis.

https://youtu.be/81MZDswzIo4

Conducting a journal club is a part of post graduate curriculum wherein
variety of articles are discussed and critically evaluated, which brings out
multiple view points on the same topic. Therefore, this endevor was
initiated with an idea to create an online community wherein people can
come together and contribute something towards the field of science and
research.

O N L I N E
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The Mag MAX Saliva gDNA Isolation Kit is a scalable and automatable magnetic

bead-based sample preparation technology for the isolation of genomic DNA (gDNA)

from fresh and stabilized saliva. The resulting purified gDNA is ideal for variety of

downstream molecular biology applications such as qPCR, next-generation

sequencing, and microarray analysis. The Mag MAX Saliva gDNA Isolation Kit

maximizes gDNA yields by treating samples with an innovative lysis/binding solution

to simultaneously lyse cells, denature proteins, and capture gDNA on high-capacity

magnetic binding beads. The Saliva gDNA Wash Isolution removes proteins,

detergents, and other impurities from the bound nucleic acid. The beads release

gDNA using a low-TE elution solution. In Mag MAX Saliva gDNA Isolation Kit several

laborious sample processing steps combined  together into a single step to minimize

the time and effort typically required by other methods, without compromising yield

and purity. It process a broad range of sample volume inputs simultaneously

without sample normalization or reagent volume adjustments for hassle-free

sample preparation.

Comparison of Salivary DNA Extraction
Kits

W
ritten by G

ayathri V.

MagMAX™ Saliva gDNA Isolation Kit

Key features of the MagMAX
Saliva gDNA Isolation Kit:

• They can process up to 96 samples
in 25 minutes with 5 minutes hands-
on time.

• Isolate gDNA from 200 µL–2 mL of
saliva using simple protocols in SBS
microtiter plates.
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BioChain’s Saliva DNA Isolation Kit

BioChain’s Saliva DNA Isolation Kit is designed for the purification of genomic

DNA. Purification is performed with the use of spin columns which bind the

DNA. Phenol-chloroform and precipitation steps are not involved in this

procedure. The Isolation of the DNA is performed by lysing the cells in a

solution containing chaotropic salts and detergent. The isolated DNA can be

used for PCR amplification template, Southern Blot analysis, SNP analysis, and

DNA methylation research. Each kit can be used to isolate genomic DNA from 5

grams of tissue and cells. All of contents of the Saliva and Septum DNA Isolation

Kit solution should be stored at room temperature. The Proteinase K Solution

should be stored at -20°C.

W
ritten by G

ayathri V.

Key features of BioChain’s Saliva DNA Isolation Kit
 
1. Isolating high quality genomic DNA. 
2. Total isolation time is less than 25 min.
3. Sample range is  50 µl to 200 µl
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Norgen biotek

Norgen’s Saliva DNA Isolation Kit provides a fast and simple procedure for

isolating genomic DNA from both preserved saliva samples and fresh saliva

samples. Salivary DNA purified using Norgen’s kit is of the highest quality, and is

compatible with a number of downstream research applications including PCR,

Southern Blot analysis, sequencing and microarray analysis. Norgen’s Purification

Technology is based on spin column chromatography. The genomic DNA is

preferentially purified from other cellular components such as proteins and RNA.

Saliva DNA can either be isolated from saliva samples collected and preserved

using Norgen’s Saliva Collection and Preservation Devices or fresh saliva samples.

Maximum Saliva Input is 0.5 mL. Preserved saliva samples are mixed with

Proteinase K and incubated for 10 minutes at 55°C, then Binding Buffer B is

added to the sample, followed by a second incubation for 5 minutes at 55°C.

Isopropanol is then added to the mixture. The resulting solution is then loaded

onto a spincolumn. Only the DNA will bind to the column, while most of the RNA

and proteins will be removed in the flow though. The bound DNA is then washed

with the provided Wash Solutions in order to remove any remaining impurities

and the purified total DNA is eluted with the Elution Buffer B. The purified DNA is

of the highest quality and can be used in a number of downstream applications.

W
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Key Features Of the Tool 

1. Sample collection is non-invasive and painless.
2. Fast and easy processing using a rapid spin-column format. 
3. Isolate high quality genomic DNA.
4. Compatible with preserved saliva samples collected using Norgen’s Saliva DNA
Collection and Preservation Devices.

mailto:info@norgenbiotek.com

W
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                             Tips from Industry expert   
      

              EXPLORE ! EXPLORE ! EXPERIENCE!

                                                                                                                         Rajavarman Kittu
                                                                                            Clinical Bioinformatic s Specialist
                                                                                                          

“Life is Magic” only for people who  take it so simple, have set of dreams, prepared to work
on it and do all possible things to achieve. Getting full marks, being rank holder, gold
medal and topper of class all these are evaluated by small group of people sitting in the
same room. Don’t fantasize life based on academic score or Myths. Understanding the
basic concept academically, is important but don’t believe that is the only hope or future.

Make sure to keep your
academic scores to decent
numbers and focus on life skills,
soft skills and any specific skills
which gives positive energy and
peacefulness mentally. This
article is to showcase the
glimpse of career plans and life
experiencing strategy. Make
sure all the circles are covered
in the diagram to have a
healthy peaceful life. With the
above hint let’s look into things
needed for being professional
in the corporate world.
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Most of you might have experienced the corporate world in your college days through
Industrial visit [a day], Summer training program [2 Months], Mini projects [4 Months],
Final projects [6 Months], Internships [1 Year]. Here is the Mac [Anna University,
Chennai] which inspired me to dream more.

Keep your text book aside and read more publications to catch-up.
Experience - Learn all good things [360 degree].
Understand all the pitfalls and bad things around and be aware.
 No Exams/Tests - As there is always hope for Improvement.

Some ground rules after stepping out of college:
       

Outstanding CV/Resume/Bio-data with nice cover letter.
Groomed, Attitude with confidence.
Apart from academic curriculum, what soft skills are acquired.

What do the subject expert and the HR from industry expect from a
fresher:
     

 Acquire all the skills needed and do Smart working. 
 Commitment & dedication.
 Multitasking with Time management.
 Extra miles always give rewards/appreciations.

After Joining the corporate company what skills are expected:
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Choose Your inspiration both
in Professional and Personal:
What is your inspiration? Hills
or Forest or Water falls or
Cold weather! Choose wisely
and follow. Similarly, look for
the best inspired role for
yourself.

Researcher >PhD (3Yrs or 5Yrs) > Post Doc(2Yrs) > Scientist
(Laboratory).
MBA(2yr)>Business Manager.
PhD (3yr or 5yr) > Professor. 
Intern (6M/1yr)> Executive.                
Entrepreneurship > Own company as CEO with semi govt fund.

Career Options – Any bio/life/clin science students:
                 

Passionate about science then keep following them:
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Understand the work, prepare required Knowledge and skills and
give it a try. Chances of getting selected will be high.

We all have the same size of brain for sure; but there is a strategy
difference between people “who make it possible” and “not”. know
what skills we are good at, be ready to take risk, be a smart planer
after detailed research, developing workaround skill sets, executing
their plan without any distraction [focus] and Flexibility in accepting
the changes in the plan as per the current need and situation in
rare cases.

If Interested in corporate: Be prepared with Aptitude and
attitude. keep following the Interested Company’s Web Page,
Newsletters, Blogs and Social Media Pages.

Simple strategic plan to balance Life with work: When you achieve
any small target or goals or milestones, treat yourself with the
happiness by celebrating it. Keep fixing new targets by linking them
with below check list as your way of celebration. This will help you
driving in your professional goals as well as experiencing life
beyond work. Most importantly, mind relaxation is the key of
exploring. Also, can gain energy and feel fresh after every activity.
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Acknowledgment: All the people who taught/teaching  me professional
skills and lifeskills.
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